The Urbane collection shows a new featured ceramic tile with unique dimension. This collection transcends the boundaries of tile installations, to redefine the perception of true modern design. Create new focal points, using these beautiful handcrafted ceramic tiles as distinctive pieces of architectural decoration for any application. Imagine the beauty of whole new look with this fashion forward trend using structure and fabrics as inspiration.
URBANE COLLECTION

Manhattan White
4"x12"
Coverage: 0.323 sqft/pc

Manhattan Grey
4"x12"
Coverage: 0.323 sqft/pc

Manhattan Beige
4"x12"
Coverage: 0.323 sqft/pc

Skyline White 2"x8"
2"x8"
Coverage: 0.108 sqft/pc

Skyline Grey 2"x8"
2"x8"
Coverage: 0.108 sqft/pc

Skyline Beige 2"x8"
2"x8"
Coverage: 0.108 sqft/pc

Sisal White
4"x12"
Coverage: 0.323 sqft/pc

Sisal Grey
4"x12"
Coverage: 0.323 sqft/pc

Sisal Beige
4"x12"
Coverage: 0.323 sqft/pc

Pencil White
1"x8"
Coverage: 0.043 sqft/pc

Pencil Grey
1"x8"
Coverage: 0.043 sqft/pc

Pencil Beige
1"x8"
Coverage: 0.043 sqft/pc

www.architecturalceramics.com
URBANE COLLECTION

PRODUCT SPECS

**3.93” x 11.81”**
- **Chip Size:** 4”x12”
- **Thickness:** 9 mm
- **PCS/Box:** 32
- **SQFT/Box:** 10.336
- **Material:** Ceramic | Bevel

**4”x12”**
- **Chip Size:** 9 mm
- **PCS/Box:** 32
- **SQFT/Box:** 10.336
- **Material:** Ceramic | Texture | Fabric

**1.96” x 7.87”**
- **Chip Size:** 2”x8”
- **Thickness:** 9 mm
- **PCS/Box:** 46
- **SQFT/Box:** 4.968
- **Material:** Ceramic | Bevel

**0.78”x7.87”**
- **Chip Size:** 1”x8”
- **Thickness:** 9 mm
- **PCS/Box:** 84
- **Material:** Ceramic

**Recommended Uses**
- Interior Wall
- Exterior Wall
- Interior Floor
- Exterior Floor
- Backsplash
- Interior Countertop
- Shower / Wet Area
- Exterior Countertop
- Fireplace Surrounds
- Pool / Fountain

**Application**
- Residential/Commercial

**Presentation**
- Loose Piece

**WEB LINKS**

[www.architecturalceramics.com/catalogs](http://www.architecturalceramics.com/catalogs)

*PLEASE NOTE THIS LINK IS CASE SENSITIVE*

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**

[www.architecturalceramics.com](http://www.architecturalceramics.com)

**1.800.287.1742**

For general sales inquiries: sales@architecturalceramics.com

For commercial & hospitality sample requests: samples@architecturalceramics.com

**Headquarters:** 800 E Gude Dr Suite F Rockville, MD 20850